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In rough sea conditions, a large mass of water will exceed the freeboard and cause violent slamming on the deck,
which is known as green water. Many scholars have devoted themselves to the study of green water because of its strong
destructiveness. Upon considering the complexity of green water, different simplified methods have been used to study
its mechanism and loads. This paper investigates green water loads and patterns on a fixed structure using the meshless
particle solver MLParticle-SJTU, which is based on the moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method. A serial rapid flow-
structure interaction was generated by the wet dam-break method. The experimental study by Hernández-Fontes et al. in
2020 investigated vertical loads of green water, and the numerical work by Areu-Rangel et al. in 2021 continued to study
horizontal loads. In this paper, the study was extended by analyzing the effects of different gate release velocities on the
generated wave patterns and green water loads. The results obtained in this paper were in good agreement with the existing
results. Moreover, the influence of different gate release speeds on the green water simulation was analyzed.

INTRODUCTION

Marine structures are vulnerable to wave intrusion. In harsh
seas, these incoming waves are likely to exceed the freeboard,
break over the deck, and flow onto the deck. This phenomenon
is known as green water or water shipping (Greco et al., 2004).
Green water in rough seas will cause adverse effects such as dam-
age to superstructures and hull structures, accidental overloading
of ships, injuries to personnel, and damage to equipment, to name
a few. Therefore, it is of great practical importance to study the
physical mechanism of the green water events, to predict the wave
on the deck, and to assess its impact on the safety and perfor-
mance of ships and offshore platforms.

The green water phenomenon has been studied using exper-
imental (Fonseca and Soares, 2005), theoretical (Zhang et al.,
1996), and numerical tools. The current research mainly focuses
on the identification of the types of water shipping events (e.g., the
dam-breaking type, plunging-wave type, and hammer-fist type) as
described by Greco et al. (2007), the evolution process of the
water on the deck (Le Touzé et al., 2010), the wave loads (Nielsen
and Mayer, 2004), and so on. With the rapid development of com-
puter technology, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques
based on the meshless method and the mesh-based method (Silva
et al., 2017; Rosetti et al., 2019) have been used to study the
green water phenomena. Grid generation in mesh methods needs
heavy efforts. Meshless methods are expected to solve the trou-
bles concerning the grid. The particle method, which discretizes
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the computational domain in a set of particles, is one of the widely
used meshless methods. In the mesh method, when dealing with
problems such as wave surface rolling, crushing, and splashing, it
is necessary to introduce special free surface treatment methods.
However, the particle method can track free surfaces with arbi-
trarily large deformations without the need for additional interface
capture and reconstruction algorithms, in contrast with the mesh-
based method. Scholars have conducted a lot of studies based on
the particle method because of its natural advantages in simulat-
ing large deformations of the free surface (Luo et al., 2021)—for
example, the dam-break flow (Tang, Zhang and Wan, 2016; Chen
and Wan, 2019), water entry problems (Tang, Wan, et al., 2016),
wave-ship interactions (Shibata et al., 2012), liquid sloshing prob-
lems (Zhang et al., 2014, 2021; Khayyer et al., 2023), multiphase
flows (Shimizu et al., 2020; Wen et al., 2021b), fluid-structure
interactions (Khayyer et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019), and so on.

A number of scholars have applied particle methods to study
the phenomenon of green water. The effect of a green water event
on a structure depends on certain factors such as the geometry
and motion conditions of the structure and the characteristics of
the incident wave. In the numerical simulation of green water
events using particle methods, regular waves, solitary waves, and
other methods were often used to reproduce the harsh sea condi-
tions. Shibata and Koshizuka (2007) simulated the water shipping
phenomenon on the bow deck of a three-dimensional fixed ship
under the action of solitary waves, using the moving particle semi-
implicit (MPS) method for the prediction of the impact pressure
on the deck. Good agreement was obtained with the experiment
in terms of wave pattern, wave height, and impact pressure on
the deck. Kawamura et al. (2016) applied the smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) method to predict the motion of a fishing
vessel under green water conditions generated by steep regular
waves, and this SPH simulation well presented the green water
events and wave reflection. On the basis of the MPS method,
Zhang et al. (2016) studied the green water phenomenon of soli-
tary waves hitting a plate structure and analyzed the trend of
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impact loads on the plate and the wave evolution process under
the interaction between solitary waves and structures.

Green water events are complex phenomena that occur rapidly.
To investigate the features and loads generated by isolated green
water events, a systematic alternative wet dam-break method has
been used to generate the incident wave in recent studies. The
wet dam-break method is similar to the dam-break phenomenon.
The wet dam-break can be regarded as adding a certain height
of water downstream of the dam break. Khayyer and Gotoh
(2010) simulated the wave generated by wet dam-break method
using standard and improved versions of three particle methods—
namely, the MPS, the incompressible smoothed particle hydrody-
namics, and the weakly compressible smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics method—and compared results with experiments. The
work highlighted the potential capabilities of particle methods in
reproducing detailed features of a wet dam break. The dam-break
waves flowing over dry and wet beds were investigated experi-
mentally and numerically by Garoosi et al. (2022). It was found
that although both MPS and volume-of-fluid (VOF) models could
capture morphological changes of dam-break flows, the MPS, in
general, outperformed the VOF in handling nonlinear multiphase
phenomena involving wave breaking and splashing. This verified
the accuracy of the MPS method in the wet dam-break simulation.

The experimental study by Hernández-Fontes et al. (2020)
investigated the vertical loads on a fixed structure in the case of
water shipping, and the numerical work by Areu-Rangel et al.
(2021) further investigated horizontal loads. In these studies, the
green water events were generated by the wet dam-break method.
The wet dam-break method is very friendly to both experiments
and numerical simulations in analyzing different green water
events because it is simple and can produce systematic, repeat-
able, and short-duration green water events. To realize the condi-
tion of the wet dam-break method in an experiment, a gate was
used to control the water at the beginning of the experiment. It can
be seen that the incident waves of the experiment of Hernández-
Fontes et al. (2020) with a gate and the numerical simulation of
Areu-Rangel et al. (2021) without a gate produced different inci-
dent wave patterns. This shows that the gate had a certain influ-
ence on the wave formation and the green water events generated.
This paper seeks to analyze the differences among the green water
events generated by the wet dam-break method caused by dif-
ferent gate release speeds using the same model as Areu-Rangel
et al. (2021).

The effect of different gate speeds on the waveform formed
by the dam-break method based on experiments and SPH simula-
tions was investigated by von Häfen et al. (2019). The motion of
the gate resulted in a difference associated with the propagation
of the wave. The slower the gate opening, the greater the dif-
ference. The difference was particularly pronounced in the near
field and decreased with increasing distance from the gate. Ye
and Zhao (2017) used a two-liquid VOF-based model to investi-
gate the influence of gate removal acceleration on the early stages
of wet dam-break flow. The gate release acceleration affected the
evolution of the free surface and water-water interface profiles.
With an increase in gate acceleration, the formation and evolu-
tion of jet flow and dam-break wave would happen earlier. Unfor-
tunately, only three gate removal accelerations were used in the
numerical simulation. Apart from this, few experiments as well
as numerical simulations have been carried out to investigate the
effect of gate release speeds in the wet dam-break method.

To better analyze the effects of the gate release speeds in wave
patterns and loads of green water events generated in the model
used by Areu-Rangel et al. (2021) and Hernández-Fontes et al.

(2020), this paper used the meshless particle solver MLParticle-
SJTU based on the MPS method to simulate the water shipping
events under different gate release speeds.

NUMERICAL METHOD

The MPS method is a meshless particle method and discretizes
the fluid and solid parts in a set of particles endowed with phys-
ical characteristics such as mass, velocity, acceleration, and so
on (Koshizuka and Oka, 1996). These particles interact through
the kernel function. As the distance between particles becomes
smaller, the interaction between them becomes greater. The fluid
is controlled by the governing equation based on the Lagrangian
method.

Governing Equation

The governing equations include the continuity equation and
the momentum equation. The governing equation for viscous
incompressible flow can be written as

1
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= −ï ·V = 0 (1)

DV
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ïP + � ï 2V + g (2)

where � is the fluid density, V is the velocity vector, P represents
the pressure, � is the kinematic viscosity, g is the gravitational
acceleration vector, and t indicates the time. In this paper, the
fluid density � is 103 kg/m3, and the kinematic viscosity � is
1001 × 10−6 m2/s.

Numerical Models

Kernel Function. In the MPS method, the interaction between
particles is realized by the kernel function (Koshizuka and Oka,
1996; Ataie-Ashtiani and Farhadi, 2006). The kernel function of
the improved MPS method (Zhang et al., 2014) is shown as fol-
lows:

W4r5=

{ re
0085r + 0015re
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where r = �rj −ri�represents the spacing between particles i and j ,
and reis the influence radius. Generally speaking, the influence
radius for particle number density and the gradient model is re =

201dp and is re = 401dp for the Laplacian model in this paper,
where dp is the initial particle space.

Density of the Particle Number. The particle number density
is the sum of all particle kernel functions within the radius of
influence. It is defined as follows.
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∑
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For an incompressible fluid, the particle number density is con-
stant.

Gradient Model. The gradient model is used to discretize the
pressure gradient in the governing equation. The expression is
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where D represents the dimension, and n0 represents the initial
particle number density.
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Divergence Model. Similar to the gradient model, the diver-
gence model is used to discretize the velocity divergence in the
governing equation. The expression is as follows.

�ï ·V �i =
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�rj − ri�
2
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Laplacian Model. The Laplacian model is used to discretize
the second derivative in the governing equation, which can be
expressed as

�ï 2��i =
2D
n0�

∑

j 6=i
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where � is an arbitrary scalar function; � represents the correction
of the error introduced by the kernel function, and it can be written
as follows.
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Pressure Poisson Equation

In the MPS method, the pressure Poisson equation (PPE) is
used to solve the particle pressure (Khayyer and Gotoh, 2011).
The incompressibility of fluid is determined by a divergence-free
condition and constant particle number density condition. The
Poisson equation adopted in this paper is as follows.
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Superscripts k and k + 1 represent the k and k + 1 time steps,
respectively. � is a variable parameter representing the proportion
of particle number density in the source term of the Poisson equa-
tion. In the numerical simulation in this paper, � takes the value
of 0.01 (Tanaka and Masunaga, 2010). V ∗

i is the temporary veloc-
ity vector, and the superscript asterisk stands for the temporary
value, which will be introduced below.

Time Integration

The procedure of the MPS method is divided into two substeps
for every time step. First, all terms except the pressure term in
the momentum conservation equation are evaluated explicitly, and
the temporal velocity vectors and position vectors of particles are
computed as follows.
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Second, the pressure term is solved implicitly according to the
pressure Poisson equation by the bi-conjugate gradients stabilized
method. Then, the velocity vectors and position vectors of parti-
cles are modified as follows.
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Boundary Conditions

Detection of Free Surface Particles. Once a fluid particle is
judged to be located on the free surface, its pressure will be forced
to be 0, and this will be used as the boundary condition for solving
the pressure Poisson equation. In consequence, it is important to
determine whether a particle is located on the free surface. The
number density of particles can be used to determine whether a
particle is on a free surface in the MPS method. When �n�i <
008n0, the particle is considered to be on a free surface. When
�n�i > 0097n0, the particles are thought to be inside the fluid. For
particles with a particle number density between 0.8 and 0.97,
it is difficult to distinguish whether the particle is a free surface
particle or internal particle. In this paper, the vector function F
presented by Zhang et al. (2014) is introduced, as follows:
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where F is a vector that represents the asymmetry distribution
of neighboring particles. When ��F �i� > 009�F �0, the particle is
considered to be on the free surface. �F �0 stands for �F � at the
initial time of the free surface particle.

Solid Boundary Condition. In this paper, the solid boundary is
represented by a layer of wall particles and two layers of ghost
particles. The calculation of the pressure on the wall particles is
the same as that of the fluid particles, solved by the PPE, whereas
the pressures of the ghost particles are obtained by interpolation
between the one layer of wall particles and the fluid particles.
The advantage of this arrangement is that it can ensure a smooth
and accurate pressure field around the solid surface and prevent
fluid particles from penetrating into the impermeable boundary.
The no-slip boundary condition of Wen et al. (2021a) is used
in this paper. To impose the no-slip boundary condition, mirror
particles are introduced to replace the wall and ghost particles in
the viscous force calculation. The positions of the mirror particles
are symmetrical to the corresponding fluid particles around the
wall, and the velocities of the mirror particles are calculated using
the following equations:

Vmirror · t = 42Vw −Vf 5 · t (13)

Vmirror ·n= 42Vw −Vf 5 ·n (14)

where n and t are the normal and tangential vectors of the wall,
respectively. The subscripts mirror, w, and f represent the mirror,
the wall, and the corresponding fluid particles, respectively.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Validation of MPS Method

First, the accuracy of the MPS method and the solver
MLParticle-SJTU was verified by the above-mentioned SPH sim-
ulation using DualSPHysics software (Areu-Rangel et al., 2021).
The SPH simulation of Areu-Rangel et al. used the wet dam-
break method to generate the incident wave, and a fixed rectangu-
lar structure was placed on the right side of the tank, which can
be seen as a simplified bow or other structure. The wall on the
right-hand side of the tank can be considered to be the side wall
of the superstructure on the fixed structure.

The simulation model of Areu-Rangel et al. is shown in Fig. 1.
Three wave probes—WP0, WP1, and WP2—have been arranged.
A 0.18 m long force measurement element was placed on the top
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Fig. 1 The sketch of the water shipping model studied by Areu-
Rangel et al. (2021), indicating the positions of the three wave
probes and two structural elements for the investigation of the
hydrodynamic loads

Fig. 2 The sketch of the model used in validation of MPS simu-
lation

of the right-hand fixed structure, and a 0.15 m high force mea-
surement element was placed on the left-hand side of the struc-
ture. These arrangements were used to measure water elevations
of the incident wave (WP0 and WP1, as shown in Fig. 1), free-
board exceedance (WP2), vertical loads on the deck (Element1),
and the horizontal loads of left side of structure (Element2). The
other specific dimensions are also shown in Fig. 1.

To reduce the total number of particles and save computational
resources, the simplified model shown in Fig. 2 was used in the
MPS simulation in this paper, which can achieve the same sim-
ulation objective as in Areu-Rangel et al. In line with the SPH
simulation, the start time of the water movement in the MPS sim-
ulation was also set to 0.5 s. The simulation time interval was

Fig. 3 The information about particle spacing sensitivity analysis:
Total particles and total runtime

set to 0.0002 s, whereas the time-step algorithm was the Verlet
algorithm, and the initial particle spacing was 0.0005 m in the
simulation of Areu-Rangel et al.

(a) WP0

(b) WP1

(c) WP2

Fig. 4 Validation of the numerical approach: Comparison of the
wave elevations between the SPH results and MPS results with
three different particle spacings: (a) Water elevations at WP0,
(b) water elevations at WP1, and (c) water elevations at WP2
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(a) Element1

(b) Element2

Fig. 5 Validation of the numerical approach: Comparison of the
loads of elements between the SPH results and MPS results with
three different particle spacings: (a) Vertical loads of Element1
and (b) horizontal loads of Element2

Convergence studies were also performed for verification. Con-
vergence studies were carried out on particle spacing (dp) with
three particle resolutions in terms of 0.0008 m, 0.001 m, and
0.0012 m. Figure 3 shows a summary of these tests. The conver-
gence of wave elevations and loads of element to particle spacing
was presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. It can be seen that the
numerical results converged as the particle spacing was decreased.
The result of dp = 000008 m and dp = 00001 m showed great
similarity with each other. Finally, the particle spacing of 0.001 m
would be used in the following studies.

Figures 4 and 5 also shows the comparison between the SPH
simulation and MPS simulation. It can be seen from the water
elevations measured at WP0, WP1, and WP2 in Fig. 4 that the
elevations of SPH and MPS simulations when particle spacing
was 0.001 m were roughly the same, which proved that there
was a great similarity between the wave patterns of the MPS
simulation and the SPH simulation in the left side of the tank.

Figure 5 shows the loads measured on Element1 and Element2,
which indicated that the results of SPH and MPS were highly
consistent in terms of trends and peak values.

Fig. 6 Snapshots of the velocity fields of some relevant stages
observed during the simulations using the SPH method (Areu-
Rangel et al., 2021) and the MPS method

Figure 6 shows the velocity field comparison diagram of SPH
simulation and the simulation of the MLParticle-SJTU solver used
in this paper. It can be seen that the wave patterns and velocity
fields of these two simulations were quite similar. After the inci-
dent wave reached the left edge of the structure, it broke, and then
the incident wave hit the upper deck of the structure and travelled
across the deck to the left and right. Some of the incident waves
also hit the junction of the superstructure and the deck. With more
and more water on the deck, the water began to climb up along
the superstructure wall, fell back, and flowed down from the deck.
In the phase where the wave struck the deck and propagated to
the left side on the deck, a cavity appeared near the left edge of
the deck.

In summary, the numerical simulation results using the MPS
method shown in this paper had a high similarity with the results
of Areu-Rangel et al., which verified the accuracy of the numer-
ical simulation method used in this paper. This simulation model
can be used for the next numerical simulations.

Effect of the Gate Release Velocity in Wave Pattern and Loads
To study the influence of the gate release on the wave formation
and the green water events generated, four different gate release
speeds were used to generate incident waves: 1 m/s, 1.6 m/s,
2 m/s, and 5 m/s. Only the gate release velocity of 1 m/s did
not ensure an open time t < 42h/g5005, where g is gravitational
acceleration and h is the initial water level upstream of the gate.
The thickness of the gate was 0.01 m, which was the same as in
the experimental setting of Hernández-Fontes et al. (2020). The
gate was driven by a free-fall weight mounted in the experiment,
and more details of the instrumentation involved in the experiment
can be found in Hernández-Fontes et al. (2018).

Fig. 7 The sketch of the model used in MPS simulation
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The numerical simulation model and settings used are shown in
Fig. 7, which is consistent with the model of the above verification
procedure, except for a gate with a width of 0.01 m. The settings
of three wave probes and two elements were the same as those
shown in Fig. 1. The initial particle spacing was set to 0.001 m.

Hernández-Fontes et al. (2020) showed the results of the wet
dam-break experiment of the same model as this paper, but they
did not provide information about the gate release speed. The
results of this experiment were also compared with the results of
the MPS simulation.

Figures 8∼13 show representative snapshots of the experiments
of Hernández-Fontes et al. (2020) and MPS simulations at differ-
ent gate release speeds. It can be seen that when the gate release
speed was 1.6 m/s, the wave patterns of numerical simulation
were almost in agreement with the experimental data. When the
gate speed was less than 2 m/s, the incident wave at 0.97 s was
relatively complete. Broken bores can be observed in the cases of
higher speeds. An incident wave with multiple jets occurred at a
gate velocity of 5 m/s.

Figures 14∼16 show that different gate release speeds produced
different incident waves of green water events. The water body on
the left side of the gate at the initial time is referred to as W1, and
the water body on the right side of the gate at the initial time is
referred to as W2 in the following discussion. In the case of low

Fig. 8 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
0.878 s

Fig. 9 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
0.970 s

Fig. 10 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
1.042 s

Fig. 11 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
1.086 s

Fig. 12 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
1.142 s
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Fig. 13 Snapshots found in the experiment of Hernández-Fontes
et al. (2020) and MPS simulations with different gate speeds at
1.226 s

gate speed, as shown in Fig. 14, W1 flowed from the gap under
the gate into the lower part of W2. W2 was then jacked up by W1,
and W1 continued to spread to the right, as shown in Fig. 15. The
rightward propagating W1 subsequently reached the vicinity of
the left side of the structure and squeezed W2 near the structure.

Fig. 14 Snapshots of the moments contact of gate and water ends

Fig. 15 Snapshots of the different wave patterns generated by dif-
ferent gate speeds

Fig. 16 Snapshots of the different incident waves of green water
events generated by different gate speeds

(a) WP0

(b) WP1

(c) WP2

Fig. 17 Wave elevations at different gate release speeds and wave
elevations of the experiment (Hernández-Fontes et al., 2020):
(a) Water elevations at WP0, (b) water elevations at WP1, and
(c) water elevations at WP2
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Fig. 18 Loads of elements at different gate release speeds and
loads of elements of the experiment (Hernández-Fontes et al.,
2020): (a) Vertical loads of Element1 and (b) horizontal loads of
Element2

As a result of the interaction between W1 and W2, part of W2
climbed up along the left wall of the structure, and W1 moved
toward the upper right side and lifted W2 up, forming the incident
wave of green water event, as shown in Fig. 16. With high gate
release speed, the interaction time between the gate and the water
was short, and the water did not deform much when the gate left
W1, as shown in Fig. 14. After the gate left W1, the two bodies
of water of different heights squeezed each other to form a wave
at the middle junction. This wave on the free surface propagated
to the right. When it reached the structure, it encountered the
water coming up from the left side of the structure, as shown in
Fig. 16 and Figs. 8 and 9, resulting in the broken incident wave
of green water events. With the gate speed of 5 m/s, the flow
field was close to the flow field generated by the ideal wet dam-
break method without a gate. It can also be seen that in the case
of low gate speed, the water body with high kinetic energy was
below the water surface, and in the case of high gate speed, the
water body with high kinetic energy was on the free surface. In
summary, the way in which the incident waves of the green water
events were generated was different with different gate release
speeds. The way of generating the incident wave with medium
gate speeds (1.6 m/s and 2 m/s) can be seen as a combination of
that with speeds of 1 m/s and 5 m/s.

It can be seen from the elevation curves at WP0 in Fig. 17
that the slower the gate speed, the slower the left water body
dropped. This was due to the blocking effect of the gate on the
left water body. From the elevation curves at WP1 (Fig. 17), it
can be seen that as the gate speed increased, the peak value of
elevation at WP1 increased, and the peak value of the elevation
arrived earlier. The gate release speeds were different, the way the
incident waves were generated was different, and the speeds of
wave propagation were also different. The greater the gate release
velocity, the greater the mutual squeezing action between W1 and
W2 at the intermediate junction, and the greater the height of
the wave formed on the free surface. Similar to WP0 and WP1,
the higher the gate speed, the earlier the peak value of WP2 was
reached. However, the peak of WP2 with a gate speed of 1.6 m/s
was maximum. When the gate release velocity was too low, the
incident waves on the deck were essentially generated by W1
lifting W2. It can be seen from Figs. 9∼11 that there was an
upward jet at the crest of the incident wave with a gate release
speed of 1.6 m/s compared with that with a gate speed of 1 m/s,
and this jet resulted in a smaller value of the peak of the elevation
with a gate speed of 1 m/s compared with that with a speed of
1.6 m/s. This wave jet was formed by the rightward moving wave
on the free surface. In the case of the largest gate release speed, an
incident wave of a green water event was formed by the rightward

Fig. 19 Snapshots of pressure fields found in MPS simulations
with different gate speeds at different times

moving wave on the free surface and the water climbing up near
structure, which lacked the lifting effect of W1 in the case of
small gate velocities, resulting in a decrease in the peak elevation
value.

In addition, the experimental results of Hernández-Fontes et al.
(2020) are compared with the MPS numerical simulation results
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in Fig. 17, which verifies the accuracy of wave patterns in the
numerical simulation to some extent.

From the vertical load of Element1 (Fig. 18), it can be seen
that the higher the gate release speed, the earlier the peak of the
load was reached, which was similar to the trend of the elevation
curve of WP2. The maximum vertical loads occurred when the
incident wave hit the upper deck in a large area. The peak value
of the vertical load of Element1 at the gate speed of 1.6 m/s was
the largest. The low gate speed would contribute to an incoming
wave hitting the deck more gently, resulting in a reduction of the
peak load value. If the gate speed was too high, waves would col-
lide and break near the left wall of the structure, and some of the
water would be hindered and flow back into the tank, reducing
the water volume of the green water event and the peak value of
load. The effect of the gate release speed on the peak value of the
horizontal load on Element2 was similar to that on the peak value
of wave elevation at WP2. In addition to hydrostatic pressure, the
kinetic energy of the water near the left side of the structure also
influenced the horizontal load of Element2. Therefore, the rela-
tionships of the peak loads of Element2 and the wave elevations
at the WP2 measuring point were slightly different.

Furthermore, the load on the structure in the Hernández-Fontes
et al. experiment was much lower than that in the MPS simula-
tion when the gate speed was 1.6 m/s, which may be due to the
cavity generated at the left edge of the structure deck. The numer-
ical simulation in this paper did not consider the air phase, which
would have a certain impact on the results. In addition, the numer-
ical simulation was two-dimensional, whereas the experiment was
three-dimensional, which may also have an effect on the exper-
imental results. Nevertheless, the trend of the experimental load
was very similar to the numerical simulation result of the gate
speed of 1.6 m/s, indicating that the analysis in this paper was
still effective.

Figure 19 shows snapshots of the pressure fields at the moments
of peak loads. Significant pressures occurred at the connection
between the superstructure and the deck of the structure, which
was detrimental to the structure.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the solver MLParticle-SJTU based on the MPS
method was used to simulate and analyze the influence of different
gate release speeds on the incident wave patterns generated by
the wet dam-break method and the loads of the fixed structure
under the given model parameters. Several conclusions can be
drawn from the analysis of the results. First, the simulations with
different gate release speeds generated incident waves in different
ways, and the wave patterns were different. The higher the speed,
the more likely the incident wave was broken before boarding the
deck. Second, the higher the release speed of the gate, the earlier
the wave loads of the structure reached the peak. Third, the peak
values of the wave loads reached the maximum at a certain release
speed. As the release speed of the gate increased or decreased, the
peak values of the wave loads decreased. The results of this paper
can provide a reference for subsequent experiments or numerical
simulations based on the wet dam-break method. Further research
is recommended to include multiphases in the modelling and to
study freely moving or deformable structures.
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